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Cheap drum sets for adults

If you've been looking for a beginner in drum set reviews, you may find that there are a large number of options out there. In this article we discuss the best cheap drum sets for under $500. Some beginner drum kits and junior drum kits fall well below that price range, and can often be purchased for $200 to $300.
Generally though, you get what you pay for, and as you'll notice when it comes to larger adult drum sets, they tend to retail at a higher price than smaller junior sets. Also included in this article is information about the cheapest drum set for children. If you are looking for a drum kit for your child, you will probably want to
know which kits are more suitable. On our list of the best beginner drum sets, there are many options for kids, such as smaller junior drum sets. Let's get on with the list. Here are the best cheap beginner drum sets for under $500: 1. Pearl Roadshow RS525SC Compared to the Gammon Percussion drum set (below),
this set is almost double the price. What do you get for the extra money? Pearl is one of the world's best-known drum production names. They have generations of experience in making high-quality drum sets. With Roadshow they are produced by competitively priced drum set starter or entry-level drummers. It's a fivepiece drum kit with three toy chairs, a tani and a bass drum. The bass drum is fitted with two toms and the third is the floor tom. The floor has three adjustable feet. You can raise and reduce each leg to find the right height and angle for your comfort. Tom's sizes are 10-inch, 12-inch and 16-inch. It's a slightly smaller set
compared to the Gammon 5-piece, but they have a very flexible style. With this setting, you can play any type of music. The 22-inch bass drum has a 16 inch depth, which makes it deeper than the Gammon equivalent. All the drums are kitted out with Pearl's own hardware and the ship's custom Pearl drumheads. The

drums sound great, and are quite versatile when it comes to tuning. You can get a variety of styles out of these drums, pop and rock Latin and jazz. Included in the Roadshow package is a set of 14-inch hi-hats and a 16-inch crash ride cymbal. They're both Pearl's. The sound is pretty good from them and they hold on to
other low-priced entry-level plates. Hi-hats are mounted on pearl hi-hat stand and crash drive to accompany your stand too. It also includes a deal with a pearl drum throne that is suitable for adults. Image credit: Pearl Check Price Sweetwater Full-size plates. Nice sparkly ending. Pearl hardware included. It would be nice
to have another plate. It's definitely one of the best drum sets under $500. You get nice 9-ply poplar drum shells with some Pearl lower-end hardware. This is a solid set to play with and is worth the extra money if you Afford it, over the Gammon Percussion set. If you're looking for a drum in the long run and can't stray
over $500 then it's a good drum set to buy. 2. Ludwig 5-piece Junior If you plan to buy a drum kit for a child, then it is important to know your budget. This drum set by famous drum producers Ludwig can buy for just under $300 and promises to get his younger musician up and running right away. It is a quality set, priced,
and is specially designed for players of smaller sizes, mainly for children. There are five drums, hihat, crash cymbal and hardware included. Ludwig has added a bass drum pedal while playing bass on the drum too. The hardware is lightweight and portable and can be configured in a few minutes. The drum sizes are
small and compact too. There's a 16-inch bass drum, a 12-inch snare drum, three toys (8, 10 and 13 inches in diameter) and all the mounting hardware to go with it. Hihats and cymbal are both 10 inches. It's quite small for such plates, but it's perfect for younger smaller players. Image credit: Ludwig Check Price Amazon
Smaller sizes are suitable for children. Available in different colors. Drum stool / throne included. It could be out of the parents' budget. This drum kit looks good and even comes in a selection of colors. It's the perfect drum kit for 3-year-olds and upwards. All you need is a suitable pair of drumsticks to get playing instantly.
The size of this drum set means it doesn't take up much space at home, so that could easily fit into the corner of the child's room. Not the cheapest junior drum kit, but noteworthy. 3. Gammon 5-piece full size If you're looking for a cheap drum set that's perfect for beginners and starters, then the Gammon Percussion 5piece could be for you. The most remarkable thing about this drum kit is the low price. It can be purchased for less than $300, which is a very cheap starter drum kit. For the money, you get a full 5-piece drum kit with plates, drums, hardware, faeces and even a pair of drumsticks. This 5-piece drum set consists of a
taansare drum, bass drum, two mounted toms and a floor tom. Being an adult kit, all the drums are full size. The bass drum is 22 inches and the snare is 14 inches in diameter. The three toms are 12 inches, 13 inches and 16 inches in diameter. Each drum comes with two drum heads on top and bottom, which can be
tuned and adjusted to tone and feel. Two smaller toys are installed on the hardware bass drum. You can tilt as well as either raised and humiliated to suit your style of play and reach out. The mounting tool has memory locks that can be tightened to save preferred positions. This is very useful for dismantling and setting
up the drum set, as it means you can easily find your preferred game heights and angles. Added Gammon Percussion is a pedal of bass drum. It has a single pedal and connects the base of the bass drum. There is also a hi-hat stand that holds hi-hat plates. The top hi-hat cymbal is attached to the stand rod using a hihat clutch. This allows the plates to play with the foot pedal. The hi-hat cymbals itself are only 12 inches in diameter, which is a bit of a small side. The typical size of a pair of hi-caps is 14 inches. If you plan to learn the instrument, it's not a big problem, and over time hi-hats can be replaced with a better quality pair.
Cymbal-wise, in addition to the hi-hat is crash/ride cymbal. This cymbal is 14 inches in diameter. The quality of this dish is not good, but as well as the hi-hats, it is good enough for a person to start out with an instrument. Image credit: Gammon Percussion Check Price Amazon Affordable. Comes with everything you
need to get playing right away. You shouldn't lose much if you're going to sell it. Quality drum shells are not the best. The factory drum heads need replacing. The scoop is quite small and light. The overall sound of a drum kit is what you would expect from a drum kit for less than $300. The factory drum heads are lacking
in quality and will likely need to be upgraded after time and abuse. The essence of the drums is that they have to be replaced from time to time, so this is not a big criticism. All in all, it's a good budget or entry-level drum kit and it's one of the most low-cost adult 5-piece drum kits out there. 4. Rise by Sawtooth Full-Size
This is another cheap and affordable drum kit that is aimed at novice adults. There are five drums, hi-hat, crash/ride, bass drum and hi-hat pedal, hardware, drumsticks and even drum key tuning thrown into the bargain. This kit usually has about a $300 brand online and in stores, but remember that you can also fork out
shipping costs. This 5-piece drum set comes in three cool colors: red shine, blue shine or pitch black. The drums are full-size, so that means you get a standard 14-inch umbilical cord. It rests on a sleek black-and-white drum stand. In fact, all the hardware and grandstands that come with Sawtooth are black. The color
here really compliments the drum hoops, which also has a pitch black finish. Two rack toms sit on the bass drum mounts and have memory locks to save position placement. They are 12 and 13 inches in size and are quite deep at 8 and 9 inches respectively. Floor tom is 16 16 inches. In general, the drums of this set are
deeper than many competitors. Image credit: Sawtooth Check Price Amazon Full-size and suitable for adults. A throne, sticks and a pedal with you. Deep drum size. Cheap-sounding drumheads. There's a 14-inch set of hi-hats as well as a 16-inch crash/ride cymbal to add to the Sawtooth bundle. They are not
resounding plates never produced, but it's expected with a $300 drum kit. For money it's really quite good value and you won't find much cheaper acoustic drum sets of this size and build. 5. PDP Player 5-Piece Junior If you have a little more money to spend you may want to consider a PDP Player junior drum kit. It has
a 5-piece drum kit with a hi-hat and crash cymbal and retails for less than $400. Drums and plates are all smaller than a normal full-size set. The snare is 12 inches in diameter and 5 inches deep. It has a smaller diameter than normal traps, which are usually 14 inches. A smaller size can make it easier to play younger
drummers, especially when it comes to the use of smaller-sized drumsticks. The bass drum is 18 inches in diameter and 14 inches deep. That makes it one of the biggest popular junior drum down there. 18 inches is a good size junior drum set because it's easily playable yet you don't sacrifice a lot of sound in the
department. It's still possible to get a nice full sound with a smaller 18-inch bass drum. Many professional drummers use bass drums so large. Toms is 8, 10 and 12 inches in diameter. Two smaller toms are mounted on a bass drum and a 12-inch floor tom is mounted on three adjustable feet. All drums can be tuned and
energized with a standard drum key. Image credit: PDP Check Price Sweetwater Larger-sized drums make for more longevity. Strong construction. No drum stool/throne included. The PDP Player 5-piece has a nice junior starter kit. That's all you need, well almost - there is no throne included in the package. Larger drum
sizes mean that this kit can adapt to the age of the player. Usually this kit is aimed at players from 3 years old to 7 years old, but in fact, depending on the child's size, it could suit the parents yet. 6. GP Percussion GP55 Junior GP Percussion is perhaps not the most common drum brands around, but gp55 they have
created one of the best value entry-level drum sets. This 5-piece junior drum set has tithing, drum stool, pedals, hardware, sticks and drum key. It would be ideal for a small child between the ages of 3 and 8 years old. Image credit: GP Percussion Check Price amazon Good value. Full package including sticks and drum
key. Cheap-sounding plates. Very small hi-hats. GP Percussion GP55 junior drum kit is ideal for parents who want everything you need to start drums. It does not violate the bank, price-wise, and should earn your child a few years of proper care. 7. Gammon 5-piece Junior Gammon 5-piece junior is the cheapest drum
device on our list. It retails for about $170, which is very cheap indeed. To do this, you can get a compact 5-piece drum kit with plates, thrones, pedals, hardware and drumsticks. This is a convenient single point of contact if you want to have a son or Drummer. Image credit: Gammon Percussion Check Price amazon
cheap. Light and small. Suitable for small children. Cymbal stand mounted on the bass drum. The baby could grow out of it soon. This is a cheap and cheerful solution if you need a basic drum set. It's perfectly playable, although it certainly would suit a smaller and less experienced child over a child with some knowledge
of drumming. In the latter case, he can grow out of it pretty quickly. The conclusion we hope this article has shed light on some of the great deals out there when it comes to finding the cheapest acoustic drum set for both adults and children. We've added the best drum kits for beginners of all ages and all price ranges,
under $500. One of the most important things to consider is the size of a drum kit. When buying a small child it is important that you buy a drum kit that they can easily play. In most cases, when a child turns past the age of 10 they are usually able to play full-size drum kits. Take the time to consider the pros and cons and
choose the drum kit that suits your needs best. Best.
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